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In Memoriam:
Stef Postma

South Africa has lost one of her most colourful and eminent computer scientists. Professor Stef Postma passed away peacefully in his sleep on May 5, 2000 after a short illness. He will be remembered for his forthright views and total integrity. Never a man to shy from controversy, he always debated his position with vigour, displaying his extensive vocabulary at every opportunity.

Those who knew him mourn the loss of a very good friend.

Stef was born on August 10, 1938 in Graaff-Reinet and matriculated from Hœrskool Linden in Johannesburg. He majored in geology and mathematics at the University of the Witwatersrand and graduated with honours in mathematics from that university. Stef devoted much of his life to promoting computer science as a science and to this end spent a lot of energy and time defining syllabi for undergraduate and honours courses at our universities. He was the prime mover in creating the South African Institute of Computer Scientists and Information Technologists (SAICSIT) in 1982, providing a professional body to represent the interests of local computer scientists. He was also instrumental in establishing Quaestiones Informaticae (now the South African Computer Journal) which afforded South African computer scientists the opportunity to publish papers locally in a refereed journal.

-Doug Laing
The SACJ production editing team received the following unsolicited e-mail:
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Each quarter, Links2Go samples millions of web pages to determine which pages are most heavily cited by web pages authors, such as yourself. The most popular pages are downloaded and automatically categorized by topic. At most 50 of the pages related to a topic are selected as “Key Resources.” Out of 50 pages selected as Key Resources for the Computer Science Journals topic, your page ranked 19th. For topics like Music, where there are a large number of interested authors and related pages, it is harder to achieve selection as a Key Resource than for a special-interest topic, such as Quantum Physics.

The Links2Go Key Resource award differs from other awards in two important ways. First, it is objective. Most awards rely on hand selection by one or more “experts,” many of whom have only looked at tens or hundreds of thousands of pages in bestowing their awards. Selection for these awards means no more than that one person, somewhere, noticed your page and liked it enough to select it. The Key Resource award, on the other hand, is based on an analysis of millions of web pages. Any group or organization who conducts a similar analysis will arrive at similar conclusions. When Links2Go says your page is a Key Resource, we mean that your page is one of the most relevant pages related to a particular topic on the web today, using an objective statistical measure applied to an extremely large data set.
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Abstract

Program integration combines independent enhancements to some version of a software system into a new system that includes the enhancements and the old system. Current approaches use the slice concept. The latter is a method for automatically decomposing programs by analysing their data and control flow. In this article, we show that the use of this concept in program integration is inadequate. We propose a new approach based on role concept which overcomes slice problems. A role models the behaviour by which a variable or a procedure intervenes in a given program.
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1 Introduction

Practical software systems are constantly changing in response to changes in user needs and the operating environment. Such changes often have to be developed concurrently and then combined in order to produce a new version.

Several researchers describe methods for effectively combining peoples’ work in updating a software system. We focus on results from software engineering and programming languages that contribute to a closely related aspect of software maintenance: program integration.

Program integration combines various independent enhancements of some version of a software system into a new system that includes the semantics of both the enhancements and the old system. Program integration for imperative programs is of interest because many practical systems are written in that style [3]. Horwitz et al. introduce the idea of merging changes to while-programs using the slicing concept [11]. A program slice is a subset of a program whose execution trace is independent of the rest of the program [16]. Informally, a slice provides the answer to the question “What program statements potentially affect the value of variable \(v\) at statement \(s\)?”.

Slicing has the advantages of simplicity, safety and efficiency [3]. However, we cannot obtain abstraction levels and there are as many slices as instructions, in a given program. This means that we cannot reason at an abstraction level higher than the individual instructions. As a result, this approach is inadequate for practical program integration [6]. We propose a new approach which overcomes these problems. It is based on the concept of a role [2, 7]. A role allows us to raise the abstraction levels of reasoning and it is not dependent on the number of instructions but rather on the number of different variables and procedures in a program. Its application to program integration would be more suitable than slicing that is advocated by current researchers.

In the following section, we present the current approaches to program integration. In section 3, we present our formalism for modeling a given program. From this, and in section 4, we show the process by which we decompose program into roles. Section 5 presents our approach to program integration and ATLACY, a prototype system for integrating programs.

2 Current Approaches

Many program integration approaches have been proposed [11, 17, 4]. Changes in the behaviour of a given program are detected and preserved in the integrated program by using the concept of a slice.

Program slicing is a supporting technology for program integration. A program slice is a subset of a program whose execution trace is independent of the rest of the program. Weiser [16] has developed the idea of program slicing for debugging and parallel execution. It consists of the parts of a program that (potentially) affect the values computed at some point of interest, referred to as a slicing criterion.

We can use behavioural projections to decompose a program’s semantics into independent parts. A behavioural projection is the part of the behaviour of a program visible from a particular vantage point, such as an output variable or output stream. Such projections help us understand complex systems. Program slicing is a way to materialize a behavioural projection. The move of the slice to a new context will be valid, provided that the behavioural projection is appropriate in the new context.
From this we can see program integration as a sequence of steps: (1) decompose the program into disjoint behavioural projections, (2) replace some projections with new versions and (3) recombine the new versions with the unaffected components.

To integrate the program called Base shown in figure 1 and with its variants, current approaches start by constructing a Program Dependencies Graph or PDG. A PDG is a directed graph explicitly representing program dependencies [8]. The vertices represent the instructions of a program and the edges, control and data dependencies. Each PDG is decomposed into slices. For a vertex \( v \) of a program dependence graph \( G \), the slice of \( G \) with respect to \( v \) is a graph containing all vertices on which \( v \) has a transitive flow or control dependence [4, 15]. Thus, the vertices of a slice are all vertices that can reach \( v \) via flow and/or control edges. In figure 1, we show the PDG (figure 1.a) of program Base (figure 1.b). We have shaded all vertices corresponding to the slice of \( \text{circ} := 2 * \text{P} * \text{rad} \).

By using extracted slices a set of changed variant instructions with regard to Base are identified as well as the set of preserved instructions. Two or more instructions are equivalent if their slices are equivalent [11, 13, 17]. From these sets, they construct a PDG, called GM, corresponding to the PDG of the integrated program. Finally, they check if there is interference. If not, an integrated program is generated from the GM graph. There are two possible ways in which the graph GM can fail to represent a satisfactorily integrated program. They are referred to as “Type I interference” and “Type II interference.” Type I interference criterion is based on a comparison of slices of the variant graphs and with those of GM. If the slices, according to the changed entities in a given variant are different in variant graphs and GM then we get “Type I interference”. “Type II interference” appears in the attempted reconstruction of merged program from GM. It is possible that reconstruction is not feasible because of the organization of instructions [17].

Binkley et al propose an improvement of this approach while applying it to procedural programs [4]. A semantic justification for the program integration algorithm of Horwitz and an alternative formulation of this approach based on Brouwerian algebra are presented in [13]. The algebraic laws that hold in such algebras are used to restate the algorithm and to prove properties such as associativity of consecutive integrations.

However, to proceed with changes, it is necessary to understand the programs. The latter is much easier when we have higher abstraction levels [10, 12]. The fact that one or several instructions can be shared by different slices makes it impossible to obtain abstraction levels. Also, in a given program, the number of slices is equal to the number of instructions. This makes the slice approach inadequate for integrating large programs.

We propose a structured representation which overcomes these problems. It is based on the concept of role.
A role models the behaviour which a variable or procedure displays in a program [7]. As in current approaches, we integrate programs written in a restricted imperative language. It is restricted by the fact that it uses only reading, assignment, alternate, loop, writing, procedure declaration and call instructions.

In our approach, an imperative program is modeled formally by an internal form that makes flow dependencies explicit. From this internal form we automatically decompose programs in roles and role systems. Roles are compared and merged in order to produce a new version of program.

3 Program Modeling

To permit automatic data and control analysis (dependence relationships) which are implicit in the program, their explicit representation in internal form is needed.

3.1 Internal form

For the time being, we are interested in a restricted imperative programming language whose constructions are reading (Read), assignment (:=), alternate (IF), loop (While), writing (Write), call (Call) and procedure declaration (Procedure). In the context of program comprehension and program modification, a dependence relationship is defined formally by the triplet: \(< Ac, Ctr, As >\).

It means that target actions \(Ac\) and source actions \(As\) have a dependence relationship according to the constraint \(Ctr\) [9, 5]. Elementary actions \(Ac\) and \(As\) are formally defined by the cartesian product: \(Var \times Act \times IdDep\), where \(Var\) can be a program, control, call variable or a formal parameter. \(Act\) can be a definition, control or reference action. \(IdDep\) is a unique identifier corresponding to an instruction site, an effective parameter or to a formal parameter. \(Ctr\) is defined by the triplet: \(< Cd, Exp, Sem >\).

\(Cd\) is a condition which must be true to execute actions \(Ac\). It expresses the control constraint. \(Exp\) is an expression to evaluate actions \(Ac\). It expresses the data constraint. The dependence relationship \(Sem\) can be a flow dependence (FD), control dependence (CD), flow and control dependence (FCD), formal parameter flow (FPF), actual parameter flow (APF).

The internal form of a given program consists of modeling data and control structures.

3.2 Modeling Data Structure

Our data structures are composed of variables with the following types: integer, real, boolean, character. Actions on data structure are declaration (Declare), assignment (Assign), reading (Read), writing (Write) and interface actions (In, Out).

For each declaration or assignment instruction of a variable we associate one or more dependencies. An assignment instruction \("X := B \ op \ ... \ Y\)\) of a variable \(X\) defined in a procedure \(F\) needs an assignment action (Assign) to variable \(X\) which depends on one or more interface actions (In, Out) of the implied variables in the right hand side of the assignment instruction \(B, ..., Y\).

3.3 Modeling Control Structure

Control structures are composed of procedure declarations, calls, alternates and loop instructions. The main program is considered as a particular procedure. In addition to In and Out actions, the actions on control structure are test (IF), loop (While), procedure declaration (Enter), and Call.

Procedure declaration instructions are modeled by a dependence between an Enter action and interface actions associated with formal parameters of this procedure.

Call instructions are modeled by a dependence between a call action and one or more interface actions associated with actual parameters of this procedure.

Alternate and loop instructions. We associate respectively with each alternate or loop instruction an alternate (IF) or loop (While) action. All instructions defined in the body depend on the alternate or loop action.

Every program is seen as a set of triplets. Being formal, this modeling allows automatic role decomposition.

4 Program Decomposition

The decomposition that we propose is due to the logical structure of program and programming concepts. An imperative program is seen as a role system where a role models the behaviour with which a variable or procedure intervenes in this program.

4.1 Concept of Role

Program decomposition takes a program and makes objects and relationships out of it. The objects and relationships facilitate analysis transformation and extraction of further information [1]. From a program in internal form we automatically extract objects, in our case roles, and their systems. This role system represents the logical structure of program. It has a scheme composed of its name, set of roles and set of relationships between roles.

4.1.1 Extraction of Information Role

An information role models program variables. It has the same name and represents its data structure. Behaviour extraction of information role \(X\) consists of identifying the triplets having the following form:

\[\{x, act1, idep1, c, ctr, x, act2, idep2\} / act1\]

\[= \{\text{Declare}, \text{Assign}, \text{Read}, \text{Write}\}\]

4.1.2 Extraction of Control Role

Every procedure is modeled by a control role. It has the same name as the procedure and represents its control
program Base;
var area : real;
H : real;
radius : real;
Circ : real;
debug : integer;
procedure prod(xy:real; varu:real);
var : real;
begin read (0);
if(T=00) then u := x*y*z
else u := x*y*z/t;
end;
begin H := 3.14;
radius := 3.0;
read(debug);
if Debug = 1 then Radius := 4.0;
prod(Pi, Radius, Radius, Area);
write(Area);
end.

a. Program Base

program A;
var area : real;
Pi: real;
radius : real;
Circ : real;
debug : integer;
procedure prod(xy:real; varu:real);
var : real;
begin
read(0);
if(T=00) then u := x*y*z
else u := x*y*z/t;
end;
begin
Pi := 3.14;
Radius := 3.0;
Diam := 2*Pi;
read(debug);
if Debug = 1 then Radius := 4.0;
prod(Pi, Radius, Radius, Area);
write(Area);
end.

b. Variant A

c. Variant B

program B;
var area : real;
H : real;
Rad : real;
Circ : real;
debug : integer;
procedure prod(xy:real; varu:real);
var : real;
begin
read(0);
if(T=00) then u := x*y*z
else u := x*y*z/t;
end;
begin
Pi := 3.1416;
Rad := 3.0;
read(debug);
if Debug = 1 then Rad := 4.0;
prod(Pi, Rad, Rad, Area);
write(Area);
end.

Figure 2: Program Base and its variants

structure. The extraction of the behaviour of a control role X consists of identifying the triplets having the following form:

\(<X,Act3,idep3>,Ctr,<Y,act4,idep4>/Act3\\n=\{Enter,Call,If,While\}\)

The procedure concept allows software decomposition which is appropriate for the optimization of the software's implementation. However, different calls to the same procedure (P1) involve two problems for program comprehension and program modification. The first difficulty is about the information roles that may be modified by the procedure P1. The second one is related to the dependencies between involved roles.

In a procedure P1 which is called from many program points, a single instruction that modifies a formal parameter does not belong to the behaviour of just one variable but to the behaviour of all corresponding actual parameters. This is in contradiction with our fragmentation where each program instruction should belong to just one role. In order to resolve this problem, we substitute the formal parameters in the body of P1 with the actual parameters. In this way, each modification instruction will not belong to the formal parameter but to the role associated to the actual parameter.

For example, in the program Base (figure 2.a), the modification instruction "U:= X*Y*Z;" of formal parame-
4.1.3 Extraction of Role System

Extraction of role system S consists of identifying the pairs \(<X, Y>\) which means that the role X depends on the role Y. This extraction needs the identification of the following set:

\[ E = \{ <X, Action, Idep>, Ctr, <Y, Action, Idep> \mid X \neq Y \} \]

4.2 Role Scheme

In the context of program comprehension and program modification, we have identified for every role a scheme describing its type, behaviour and its interface.

**Role Type.** Two types are identified: control and information roles. The former is about the control structure and the latter about data structure. A particular information role, named Screen, is added to represent the written instructions.

**Role behaviour.** The actions defining and modifying a role give its behaviour. We have identified four actions on information roles: Declare, Assign, Read and Write. Actions on control roles are: Enter, Call, If and While. To permit an encapsulation of actions, a composed interfacing of entrance (In) and exit actions (Out) was provided to every role.

**Role interface.** A role has interactions with other roles through its interface. To facilitate the behaviour comprehension of an information role, we display the instructions that define and modify the corresponding entity rather than its actions. In the case of a control role, we display the alternate and iteration instructions included in the body of a procedure, followed by every call to the procedure. In the case of a recursive procedure, call instructions are in the body of procedure. For example, from the program Base in figure 2.a, we can extract an information role scheme of Radius (figure 3.a), and a control role scheme of Prod (figure 3.b).

4.3 Role System Scheme

A role system has a scheme describing its name, information roles, control roles and a set of dependence relationships. In figure 3.c, we present the scheme of the role system of Base. For example \(<Area, Radius>\) means that the role Area depends on data flow from the role Radius.

5 Program Integration

From program decomposition we can integrate programs. The integration process consists of classifying roles on specific sets, merging results in order to produce a role system of the new version and generating the source code of a new version from this.

We propose to apply our approach to integrate programs Base, A and B of figure 2. Program A (figure 2.b) includes supplementary instructions to calculate diam. B (figure 2.c) includes a change of instructions (Pi := 3.1416 instead of Pi := 3.14) and a change of name (rad instead radius). The role decomposition step gives the following roles for each program respectively:

- **Base:** Area, Base, Circ, Debug, PI, Prod, Radius, Screen, T.
- **A:** A, Area, Circ, Debug, Diam, PI, Prod, Radius, Screen, T.
- **B:** Area, B, Circ, Debug, PI, Prod, Rad, Screen, T.

Changes can be caused by a local change according to a given role (intra-role) or by a global change between roles (inter-roles). Changes may be semantic in nature or not. Semantic changes may lead to unforeseen interference that leads to failure of the integration process. Our program integration is based on intra-role and inter-role comparisons.

5.1 Intra-Role Identification

Intra-role changes concern the change of name or behaviour of a given role, without modification of its interface. It is then necessary to sort roles according to types of changes to identify semantic changes. By using role systems and roles worked out in the first, we establish four sets of roles: UR, CRN, CRB and CRNB.

Set UR contains Unaltered Roles in all programs. In this case the resulting role is the role of Base. In our example, we have in this set: Area, Circ, Debug, Prod, Screen and T.

CRN concerns the set of Roles having Changed Names but the same behaviour. Informally, roles of CRN are the roles having only syntactic changes of their names in one or several variants. In our example, Base (changed in A and B) and Radius (Rad in variant A) belong to this set. The resulting role has as name a concatenation of variant name roles.

CRB concerns Roles having Changed Behaviours but keeping the same name. Roles of CRB have semantic changes in one or several instructions in the variants. In our example, role PI has the same name in all programs. The change of PI := 3.14 to PI := 3.1416 implies that this role belongs to CRB. If role behaviour has changed in a variant then the variant's role will be the resulting role. Otherwise we have interference.

Informally, CRNB roles involve both semantic and syntactic changes in the variants. CRNB represents the deleted roles from Base or the inserted roles in the variants. In this case, if role belongs only to Base then it is eliminated during the integration. Then it will be eliminated in the new version. If it belongs only to variants, it is interpreted by its insertion in one or several variants then inserted into the new version. Otherwise we have interference.

5.2 Inter-role Identification

Inter roles changes concern the changes of global dependencies between roles. To identify global changes we de-
Figure 3: Information, Control Roles and Role System schemes
UD (Unaltered Dependencies) concerns dependencies having identical source and target roles. In this case, we insert dependencies of Base in the role system of new version. SDC (Source Dependencies Changed) is the set of dependencies where targets are the same and sources are different. TDC (Target Dependencies Changed) is the set of relations where sources are the same and targets are different. Finally STDC (Source and Target Dependencies Changed) concerns the set of relations where the source and targets are different. For every element of SDC, TDC or STDC the resulting relations are dependencies of variants. Finally we generate the source code of the resulting program.

5.3 Generating a New Version

We generate the integrated version from the role system and roles selected previously. The order of instructions is done according to the constraint Ctr (defined in section 3.1). Indeed Ctr is composed by a triplet: 
\(<\ Cdt, Exp, Sem >\). 

According to the Cdt values and Exp we can order the internal form of the program and write its source code. We show in figure 4 the source code of new version of our application.

5.4 ATLACY: An Automated Tool for evolving legacy code

We have designed and implemented a prototype based on our approach named ATLACY. It has been developed in a Visual C++ environment and is formed by five modules: Model, Decompose, Sort, Select and Generate (figure 5).

In the first step, Model carries out lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis of a given PASCAL source code program. It gives a table of variable definitions and references and a table of call points. From these tables, it elaborates program in internal form and instrumented source code. Then, Decompose extracts role and role system information of every program and displays to the user the list of involved roles and role systems. Sort deterrence the sets: UR, CRN, CRB and CRNB of roles and the sets: UD, SOC, TDC, STDC of relationships. After this step, and if there is no interference, Select chooses the roles and role system corresponding to the new version. Finally, Generate reconstitutes the source code of new version.

6 Conclusion

The current approaches of program integration are based on the concept of slices. Slices are fragments of programs that can share instructions. This does not permit one to obtain abstraction levels required for the understanding and therefore modifying the program. Besides, there are in a
program as many slices as instructions. Their number may be very large. In this article, we have proposed another approach which overcomes these problems. It is based on the concept of a role which models the behaviour with which a variable or a procedure intervenes in a program. This approach has two advantages. The fact that roles do not share instructions permits one to obtain abstraction levels. Also, since there are as many roles as variables and procedures (and not instructions) in a program, the program integration will be made easier.

We plan to complete the model with a help facility to indicate failure in a program integration, or with a recovery on error facility that lists all problem points that must be resolved by human actions.
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